Restock your T/C Hawken with our pre-inlet halfstock, or fullstock, for flint and percussion.

Thompson Center's 15/16" or 1" Hawken Rifle restocked with our curly maple fullstock.

This handsome fullstock percussion rifle was built from a .50 caliber T/C Hawken rifle, using our new pre-inlet fullstock, in fancy maple. The maker has fitted the T/C lock, 15/16" barrel, plug, tang, triggers and triggerguard. The butt has been shortened to fit the shooter, and the original T/C buttplate has been replaced. Two brass rod pipes were installed, but the capbox and forend cap were discarded. The entry pipe was omitted, and simple round pins replaced the wedge key, to simplify assembly. A blade front sight and a buckhorn rear sight were installed for primitive match competition. Iron parts were cold browned to a deep chocolate color, and the maple stock was acid stained with aquafortis, then oil finished to reveal the figure.

Fullstock for Thompson Center's 15/16" or 1" Hawken Rifle, flint or percussion:

Convert your T/C Hawken rifle to a fullstock, using all your existing parts and this new fullstock. Pre-inlet for T/C's 15/16" or 1" barrel, tang, lock, and double set triggers. The extra long butt may be cut to fit your buttplate, or upgrade to one of our steel buttplates, toeplate, 3/8" rod pipes, and T/C's steel triggerguard. Not cut for T/C's brass capbox, this stock will fit T/C's percussion or flint lock and plug. Be sure to order an additional wedge key and underlug, if using wedge keys to retain the barrel. We recommend using two of our thinner #Key-58-I and two #UL-104-A lug staples, in two new locations, after removing the factory fitted dovetail lug, for this fullstock conversion.

T/C Hawken fullstock rifle.

Pre-inlet for T/C's percussion or flint lock, plug, tang, triggers, and 15/16" or 1" barrel up to 33-1/2" length, or longer with a muzzle cap. Our fullstock is not pre-inlet for T/C's capbox or wedge key.

Halfstock for Thompson Center's 15/16" or 1" Hawken Rifle, flint or percussion:

Our stock for your T/C Hawken rifle pre-inlet for their lock, triggers, 15/16" or 1" barrel, plug, tang, triggerguard, but not their capbox or forend cap. Adjust pull length up to 14-1/2", with up to 3" drop.

T/C Hawken halfstock rifle.

Our halfstock for the T/C Hawken is pre-inlet for their lock, triggers, 15/16" or 1" barrel, plug, tang, triggerguard, but not their capbox or forend cap. Adjust pull length up to 14-1/2", with up to 3" drop.

Thompson Center Hawken fullstock rifle.

Pre-inlet for T/C's percussion or flint lock, plug, tang, triggers, and 15/16" or 1" barrel up to 33-1/2" length, or longer with a muzzle cap. Our fullstock is not pre-inlet for T/C's capbox or wedge key.

Thompson Center Hawken halfstock rifle.

Our halfstock for the T/C Hawken is pre-inlet for their lock, triggers, 15/16" or 1" barrel, plug, tang, triggerguard, but not their capbox or forend cap. Adjust pull length up to 14-1/2", with up to 3" drop.

Convert your Thompson Center Hawken rifle to a fullstock or halfstock, with brass or steel trim. Combine the modern design of their coil spring lock and breech with traditional appearance.

Fullstock for Thompson Center Hawken Rifle or Kit, with 15/16" barrel:

#Stk-TCF-15-M1 T/C fullstock, 15/16" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, plain maple only $162.50
#Stk-TCF-15-M3 T/C fullstock, 15/16" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, curly maple only $232.50
#Stk-TCF-15-W1 T/C fullstock, 15/16" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, black walnut only $222.50

Fullstock for Thompson Center Hawken Rifle or Kit, with 1" barrel:

#Stk-TCF-16-M1 T/C fullstock, 1" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, plain maple only $162.50
#Stk-TCF-16-M3 T/C fullstock, 1" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, curly maple only $232.50
#Stk-TCF-16-W1 T/C fullstock, 1" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, black walnut only $222.50

Halfstock for Thompson Center Hawken Rifle, pre-inlet for 15/16" octagon barrel:

#Stk-TCF-15-M1 T/C halfstock, 15/16" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, plain maple only $102.00
#Stk-TCF-15-M3 T/C halfstock, 15/16" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, curly maple only $162.00
#Stk-TCF-15-W1 T/C halfstock, 15/16" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, black walnut only $142.00

Halfstock for Thompson Center Hawken Rifle, pre-inlet for 1" octagon barrel:

#Stk-TCF-16-M1 T/C halfstock, 1" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, plain maple only $102.00
#Stk-TCF-16-M3 T/C halfstock, 1" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, curly maple only $162.00
#Stk-TCF-16-W1 T/C halfstock, 1" barrel, 3/8" ramrod hole, black walnut only $142.00